Gulabrao Patil Memorial Trust’s,
GULABRAO PATIL COLLEGE OF PHARMACY, MIRAJ
UNDERTAKING
(To be submitted at the time of admission at Institute by the student)

1) I ……………………………………………………….(Name of the Candidate)
herewith undertake that I have read all the Rules of Admission for the year 201011 and after fully understanding all the rules, I have confirmed admission for
current Academic year.
2) The information given by me in my application is true to the best of my
knowledge & belief. I understand that if any of the statement made by me in the
application form or any information supplied by me in connection with my
admission is later on at any time, found to be false or incorrect, my admission will
be canceled, fees forfeited and I may be expelled from the college by the
Principal.
3) I have not been debarred from appearing at any examination held by any Govt.
constituted or statutory examination authority in India.
4) I fully understand that the offer of a course will be made to me depending on my
inter-se merit & availability of seat at the time of scrutiny of my application,
when I will actually report to the admission authority according to the schedule of
admission.
5) I understand that no document after the last date of submission will be entertained
for the purpose of claims or concession etc. in connection with my admission
unless otherwise mentioned in the rules.
6) I am fully aware that the Competent Authority or its representative will not make
any correspondence with me regarding admission. I am also aware that it is
entirely my responsibility to see the notices on the notice boards/websites etc.
7) I am aware that the rules imposed by the Examination authority of
MSBTE/Autonomous institutes such as “imposing limits on the number of the
attempts permissible to pass any examination” shall be binding on me.
8) I hereby agree to confirm to any Rules, Acts & Laws enforced by Govt. & I
hereby undertake that, I will do nothing either inside or outside the Institution
which may result in disciplinary action against me under these rules, acts and laws
referred to.

9) I fully understand that the Principal of the college where I would be admitted has
a right to expel me from the institution for any infringement of the rules of
conduct and discipline prescribed by the institution or MSBTE.
10) I am fully aware of the Condition of minimum attendance that, I will not be
allowed to appear for the examination if I do not attend minimum 75% theory
classes, and 100% practical etc. I am also aware that I will not be allowed to
appear for the examination, if I fail to submit satisfactorily all the assignments,
jobs, manuals as specified by the MSBTE within stipulated time limit.
11) . I am also aware that I will not be allowed to appear for the examination, if
college fee & all the dues must be paid before filling the Annual Examination
form.

Sign of the Candidate

Name of the Candidate

